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Abstract: In-memory database management systems have the potential to reduce the
execution time of complex operational analytical queries to the order of seconds while
executing business transactions in parallel. The main reasons for this increase of performance are massive intra-query parallelism on many-core CPUs and primary data
storage in main memory instead of disks or SSDs. However, database management
systems in enterprise scenarios typically run a mix of different applications and users,
of varying importance, concurrently. As an example, interactive applications have a
much higher response-time objective compared to periodic jobs producing daily reports and should be run with priority. In addition to strict prioritization, enforcing a
fair share of database resources is desirable, if several users work on applications that
share a database. Solutions for resource management based on priorities have been
proposed for disk-based database management systems. They typically rely on multiplexing threads on a number of processing units, which is unfavorable for in-memory
databases on multi-cores, as single queries are executed in parallel and numerous
context switches disrupt cache-conscious algorithms. Consequently, we propose an
approach towards resource management based on a task-based query execution that
avoids thread multiplexing. The basic idea is to calculate the allowed share of execution time for each user based on the priorities of all users and adjust priorities of tasks
of incoming queries to converge to this share.

1

Introduction

In-memory database management systems (IMDBMS) that leverage column-oriented storage have been proposed to run analytical queries directly on the transactional database
schema [Pla09]. This enables building analytical capabilities on top of the transactional
system, leading to reduced system complexity and reduced overall operating cost. However, running multiple, potentially different applications on a single database instance that
records business events leads to a mix of heterogeneous queries that may have different
response time objectives.
With TAMEX [WGP13], we have proposed a task-based framework for multiple query
class execution on IMDBMS. TAMEX allows to statically prioritize classes of workloads, for example transactional queries over analytical queries to achieve almost constant
response-time of transactions independent of the analytical workload. However, static pri-
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Figure 1: Comparing static and dynamic query priorities for a single priority class

oritization falls short on enforcing a fair share of database resources among sessions with
different query execution times, since users with similar priorities are scheduled strictly
first-in-first-out, independent of the execution time. Enforcing a fair share is desirable in
many scenarios, where many users work concurrently on a shared database system.
We further illustrate the shortcoming of static priority-based scheduling using a simple
example: Assuming that two concurrent sessions are connected to the database and simultaneously issue queries. As both sessions are connected as analytical clients they will
be assigned the same static priority for executing their queries. Now, the first session issues queries that are executed in 100ms and the second session issues queries against the
database that take on average 300ms. If all queries are executed without think time and
sequentially, for simplicity we assume a single processing unit, they will basically interleave. As long as the difference in query execution time between these two sessions is not
too big, this will not result in any performance degradations. However, in the above case
the average response time of the query will be dominated by the wait latency for the longer
query and quickly approach 400ms. For the heavier query the additional latency does not
have as big an impact and it will account for close to 75% of the consumed resources.
We analyzed this motivating use-case with a scheduling simulator to compare dynamic
and static query priorities. Figure 1 shows the result of this simulation. As expected, in the
case of the static priorities the second longer query consumes the majority of the resources
thus violating the fair- share scheduling. Using dynamic priorities as proposed in detail
in this paper, the scheduler will distribute the available resources equally among the two
queries independent of the actual run-time of the query.
To summarize the above simulation, we can derive that traditional queue-based scheduling
for fair-share scheduling works only well for such scenarios, where the independent time
quanta that are executed, are roughly equal or the tasks can be preempted. Both properties do not hold true for task-based scheduling in in-memory databases as tasks can have
varying sizes and can be typically not be preempted.
In this paper, we propose an extension of TAMEX that enforces a fair share of database
execution time by dynamically adjusting priorities of queries. The remainder of the paper
is structured as follows: In the next section, we give a brief overview of the assumed
system model and in Section 2.2 the task-based query execution with TAMEX. Section 3

describes our model for dynamic query prioritization and Section 4 the architecture of our
extension to TAMEX. In Section 5, we evaluate our proposed solution with an enterprise
typical query workload. The next section discusses related work and the last section closes
with some concluding remarks and directions for future work.

2

System Model and Task-based Query Execution

This section gives a brief overview of the underlying system model of an IMDBMS, as
well as the task-based query execution framework TAMEX [WGP13], which we use for
implementing dynamic query prioritization.

2.1

System Model

We assume an IMDBMS following the system model described in [Pla11], where data is
physically stored decomposed in a column-oriented structure. To achieve high read and
write performance, an insert-only approach is applied and the data store is split in two
parts, a read optimized main partition and a write optimized differential store [KKG+ 11].
We apply a multi version concurrency control (MVCC) based on transaction IDs (TID)
to determine which records are visible to each transaction when multiple transactions run
in parallel. See [Pla11] for more details. As our proposed approach for dynamic query
prioritization is largely agnostic to specific architectural details of the database. it can
be easily generalized and applied to other architecture. However, our approach assumes
that the execution of queries can be split in small atomic tasks, which can be executed in
parallel, as we will explain in the next section.

2.2

Task-based Query Execution with TAMEX

This section gives an overview of the task-based query execution framework TAMEX,
which is implemented based on HYRISE [GKP+ 10].
We understand task-based query execution as the transformation of the logical query plan
into a set of atomic tasks that represent this plan. These tasks may have data dependencies, but otherwise can be executed independently. We consider such an atomic task as
the unit for scheduling. Compared to scheduling whole queries, a task-based approach
provides two main advantages: better load balancing on a multiprocessor system, as well
as more control over progress of query execution based on priorities. The second advantage is achieved as splitting queries into small units of work introduces natural scheduling
intervals during query execution, where lower priority queries can be paused to run higher
priority queries without the need of canceling or preempting the low priority query. Assuming a sufficiently small task size, processing units can be freed quickly to execute
incoming high priority queries. With the advent of modern many-core processors, the efficient splitting of monolithic queries becomes more and more important as for example
stated in [BTA13].

TAMEX adopts this concept by transforming incoming queries into a directed acyclic
graph of tasks and schedules these tasks based on priorities. For TAMEX, we extended
HYRISE to support parallel execution of queries, as well as intra-query parallelism, based
on multi-threading. Figure 2 provides an overview of the main components of TAMEX
and the extensions for dynamic query execution, which are explained later in Section 4.2;
a more detailed description of TAMEX is provided in [WGP13]. An incoming query is
compiled and transformed into a task graph. The task scheduler assigns all ready tasks
to a priority queue; all tasks with unmet dependencies are placed into a wait set until
they become ready. Worker threads of a threadpool take the tasks from the queue and
execute them. Each thread is assigned to a physical processing unit and executes one and
only one task. That way, incoming high priority tasks can start immediately executing
on all processing units, once the currently running tasks have finished. While this static
scheduling approach can effectively prioritize a query class over another, it cannot enforce
a fair share of resources if queries with similar priorities are issued. In this paper, we build
on TAMEX by setting these priorities dynamically to enforce a given resource share for
query classes.

3

Dynamic Shared Query Execution

As motivated in the Introduction, fair resource sharing is of great importance in systems
with heterogeneous workloads. In this section, we will introduce the concept of Dynamic Shared Query Execution with the goal to approximate a fair resource usage between
database sessions on a single system.
In the following, we will describe a new dynamic shared query scheduler with the objective of scheduling queries from independent session on a fair distribution of the available computing hardware. We achieve a good scheduling performance by dynamically
re-calculating priorities of the different queries of independent sessions so that resources
consumption is better distributed. Since scheduling of queries is a time-critical operation
we take special care in optimizing these operations to minimize the impact of dynamically
adjusting the priorities. In addition, it is possible to manually decide whether or not dynamic priority adjustments should be made available for the different priority classes. As a
result, we maintain high throughput for transactional queries without additional scheduling
overhead, but achieve a better flexibility for medium and long running queries.

3.1

Work-share Definition

We consider a database management system running on a server with N processing units
and S open database sessions during an interval T . Each session si ∈ S has an assigned
priority pi and a set of executed queries Qi (t) at any point in time t during T . Each time
a query s finished, it is added to Qi . We consider online arrival of queries, meaning that
the database has no knowledge about the future arrival of queries. Each query qi,j ∈ Qi
is defined by a set of tasks Oi,j and an arrival time ti,j . Each task oi,j,n is executed
sequentially on one processing unit ni ∈ N and has an assigned amount of work wi,j,n

processed by the database. In our model, a task has exclusive access to a single processing
unit and cannot be preempted.
For each session si we determine the of work wi that the database has been executed on
behalf of this session at a time t, by
X
X
wi,j,n
(1)
wi (t) =
qi,j ∈Qi (t) oi,j,n ∈Oi,j

and the total work W processed by the database by
X
W (t) =
wi (t)

(2)

si ∈S

The share of work wsi of a session si at time t is calculated by
wsi (t) =

wi (t)
W (t)

(3)

Based on the provided priorities pi for each session, each query has a target share tsi ,
defined by
pi
tsi = P
(4)
sj ∈S pj
We define the relative share deviation of wsi from tsi as
∆si (t) =

tsi − wsi (t)
tsi

(5)

Based on the provided definition, we can formulate the problem of shared query execution
as:
Definition 1 Let S = {s1 , ..., sn } be the set of active sessions in an interval T with priorities pi and queries Qi , executed on a database with N processing nodes. The problem to
solve is to provide an assignment of processing units to tasks oi,j,n during T that minimizes
the overall deviation of the work share from the target share over an interval T:
Z T X
∆S =
|tsi − wsi (t)|
(6)
0

si ∈S

Due to the online arrival of queries, a scheduling algorithm that assigns processing nodes
to tasks of queries cannot guarantee optimal schedules. As we assume non-preemptiveness
of tasks, it is possible to find examples for which an online algorithm produces results far
from optimal [LKA04]. A competitive-analysis or worst-case analysis will produce largely
meaningless results. Therefore, we provide a heuristic approach and experimentally validate its effectiveness.

4

Architecture

This section introduces our heuristic approach for approximating the problem described in
Section 3 and a brief overview of the implementation.

4.1

Approximation of Shared Query Scheduling

The basic idea of our approach is to measure the actual work spent on of query processing
for each session and calculate the relative share deviation ∆si (t) for each session si (t)
between certain points in time t. Based on the ranking of the relative share deviation, we
assign priorities to queries with the objective of minimizing the relative share deviation.
To approximate the overall work share deviation for each user, we have implemented moving average and exponential smoothing [Bro04], both first and second order, as heuristics.
As we found it hard to justify the choice of parameters for exponential smoothing and as
we obtained more predictable results with the moving average, we limit our discussion
here on the moving average. To calculate the work shares, we accumulate the work processed for each user, after a task has been completed. In fixed time intervals, we calculate
the work share defined in Equation 3. For the moving average, we take the average work
share over the last n intervals to calculate the average work share deviation of Equation 5:
wsi (t) =

1
n

X
{t−n,...,t}

wi (t)
W (t)

(7)

In Equation 7, wi (t) defines the accumulated work of session i over the last observed
period. To assign the dynamic priorities to the session, we use the work share deviation
to sort the sessions and map the priorities accordingly. This approach introduces two
parameters that can be modified to adjust the scheduler to the current workload. The
first parameter is the window size n of the moving average, as it defines the impact of the
currently observed workload compared to the past, and the second parameter is the interval
that is used to evaluate a possible change in priorities.

4.2

Architecture for Shared Query Scheduling

We have implemented our approach to approximatively solve the dynamic shared query
execution problem described in Section 3 based on our database storage engine HYRISE [GKP+ 10]
and our task-based execution framework TAMEX [WGP13], introduced in Section 2.2.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the extension to TAMEX. For each session, we keep track
of the target share calculated by Equation 4, the work processed for each session in the
current time interval (indicated as Accumulated Work), the average work share and the
dynamic priorities. After a task is completed, the execution time of this task is added to
the accumulated work for the corresponding session. At the end of an interval, an update
process calculates the relative work share deviation and assigns the dynamic priorities
accordingly to minimize the deviation in the next interval.
The update process consists of the following steps: we calculate the work share as defined
in Equation 3 by dividing the accumulated work for a session by the total work of all sessions during the considered interval. Once read, the accumulated work is reset. Next, we
incrementally calculate the average work share using Equation 7 and determine the relative
work share deviation for each user using Equation 5. As a last step, we sort all sessions in
descending order by this deviation and assign dynamic priorities accordingly, giving the
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Figure 2: Dynamic query prioritization based on TAMEX

highest priority to the session with the highest relative work share deviation. It is important
to mention, that the worker threads executing tasks are not disrupted by the update process.
Figure 2 illustrates the recorded data and the resulting dynamic priorities. Session s3 gets
the highest priority as it has the largest work share deviation. If the task scheduler places a
new task, or one from the Wait Set that becomes ready, in the ReadyQueue, it updates the
priority of the task according to the dynamic priority of the session.
To achieve the highest possible accuracy the task scheduler would have to provide global
state information about the actual work of each session that is then updated by the individual execution threads as soon as a single task is finished. A drawback of this global
work share calculation is the global dependency to accumulate the total work. To alleviate
this dependency, we use an atomic hash-map that maps the individual sessions to a local
counter value. Now, this state is not shared among all execution threads, but only the
threads working on tasks of the same session access a unique storage location.
This situation can be additionally improved by keeping a copy of this session map in
the thread-local storage of each execution thread that is only lazily collected from the
scheduler once it detects a recalculation of the priorities for the tasks. Using the threadlocal approach basically avoids contention for the session based work share completely as
all manipulations are performed thread-local and only a single consumer will retrieve the
individual items.
The adjustment of the dynamic priorities is triggered by the worker threads notifying the
task scheduler when a task is finished. If the time interval for calculating an average work
share has been passed, the update process, as described above, is initiated. As we need
to sort the list of sessions by relative share deviation, the complexity is O(nlogn), with n
being the number of sessions. In practice we have compared the performance of TAMEX
with and without our extension and could not determine significant performance penalty
for up to a 1000 concurrent users.
Since user sessions can be inactive during a period of time when we reevaluate priorities,
we only consider those sessions that have issued work over this period of time. As long
as the session is inactive, it will not bias the priority calculation; when the session is
reactivated, we start the calculation of the moving average again, without considering the

share prior to the inactivity.

5

Evaluation

This section provides an experimental evaluation of our approach towards dynamic query
prioritization, which we described in Section 4. Our test machine is equipped with 2 Intel(R) 5670 CPUs with 6 cores each and 144GB RAM. The first two experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach to dynamically adjust priorities to converge to a
desired target share. In the third experiment, we evaluate parameters for calculating the
moving average and derive recommendations for choosing them appropriately.
Motivated by the introductory experiment illustrated in Figure 1, we have set up an experiment with two sessions, each consisting of a number of equivalent users that issue a stream
of queries to the database without think time. Each query consists of two table scans and a
join, whereas each operator runs in parallel up to a degree of intra-operator parallelism of
12, corresponding to the number of threads running in parallel. Due to a different size of
input tables, the query issued by the users of session 1 (S=1) takes 40ms processing time
in the database kernel and the query of session 2 (S=2) 160ms. Each query has 154 tasks,
with a maximum task runtime of about 50ms for the longer query. We ran the experiment
with these two sessions using a round robin scheduler, as well as our fair share scheduler
that enforces an equal resource share for both sessions. Each time, the experiment ran for
60s, whereas the second session started after 10s and ended after 50s. We have chosen the
window size n of Equation 7 to be 50 and the interval for updating priorities to 0.2s.
Figure 3(a) shows the result for the round robin scheduler. For each second, we have
plotted the resource share of the last second. As we take the point of view of a user
outside of the database, we count work processed for a session at the point of time when
an entire query is finished, as opposed to single tasks. In line with our expectations from
the simulation, applying a round robin scheduler leads to a share equal to the ratio of the
runtime of both queries. In Figure 3(b), we see that the dynamic prioritization of queries
leads to a varying resource share of each queries averaging to a fair share over the interval
between 10 and 50s. While the round robin fails to distribute the resources equally among
the two sessions, it becomes possible to efficiently schedule queries with different runtimes
and to distribute the resources equally when applying dynamic query prioritization.
Figure 4 demonstrates the applicability of our approach to a larger number of sessions and
different priorities. This time, all sessions S consist of a single user issuing a stream of the
query described above with 160ms processing time when executed as a single query on
the system. When scheduling all incoming tasks with a round robin scheduler, each query
gets approximately the same share of the system resources (Figure 4(a)). In Figure 4(b),
we assigned User 1 a priority of 4 (P=4) and the remaining users a priority of 1 (P=1)
with the objective of enforcing a share of 50% of the total resources for User 1 and 12.5%
for each of the other users during the interval when all users issue queries in parallel. In
this experiment, our dynamic query prioritization is able to schedule the queries of all the
different sessions according to the assigned priorities.
Choosing the window size for the moving average and the interval length of updating
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Figure 3: Two sessions issuing queries with different execution times
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Figure 4: Five sessions issuing queries (160ms) with different priorities

priories is a trade-off between overall accuracy and adaptation time to react on changes in
the workload. To illustrate this, we have tested five sessions with equal priorities, issuing
a constant stream of queries. One session issues a query with 160ms runtime, the other
users a query with 40ms run time. We start all users at the same time and measure the
cumulated work share since the start for 60s. Figure 5 shows the results for the calculation
of the relative share deviation with moving average for different window sizes (w) and
interval lengths (i) for one of the five sessions with query length 160ms.
In Figure 5(a), we have changed the window size for the moving average and kept the
size of the observation interval constant at 1s. As expected, a larger window size leads to
a smoother curve that converges to the target share of 20% without major deviations. A
smaller window size shows more spikes, as intervals with above or below average have a
larger impact on calculated work share, but also adapts faster to workload changes. However, if the window size is chosen too small, as it is here the case for size 5, the scheduler
cannot enforce the overall target share anymore, as the sample size is too small.
In Figure 5(b), we changed the interval lengths for the moving average and kept the window size constantly at 20. For small interval lengths of 0.1s, the total time interval of
window size multiplied with interval lengths that is considered becomes so small, that the
scheduler cannot systematically decrease the performance of the user with the long run-
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Figure 5: Comparing parameters for calculating work share deviation with moving average

ning query to enforce the target share. The share of this user is closer now to the share of
the round robin scheduler. A large window size leads to less adjustments of priority and
therefor takes longer to converge, but is more robust to changes in the workload.
Choosing the parameters depends on the number of concurrent connections and task sizes
and is thus workload dependent. To adapt to changing workloads the scheduler has to
observe these parameters and adjust accordingly. The goal for the scheduler is then to
chose the interval to be large enough to include a significant number of tasks from each
active session, allowing to determine a trend of the work share applying the current set of
priorities. It is important to mention, that it does not dependent on the entire runtime of the
issued queries. The window size has to be chosen based on the average number of tasks a
session executes per interval and the average execution time per task. For shorter sessions,
e.g. occurring in interactive applications, a smaller window size helps to quickly balance
the load and avoid that one session gets too many resources.

6

Related Work

Workload management for heterogeneous queries has been frequently in the context of
web requests [BSUK07, MSAHb03, SHBI+ 06] and business intelligence applications [BCD+ 92,
KDW+ 10]. In contrast to our research, most work on workload management was specific
to disk-based DBMS and considered a query as the level for scheduling. In general, we
can divide the proposed approaches for managing workloads of different query classes into
two classes: external and internal. The general idea of external workload management is
to control the number of queries that access the database (admission control). Internal
workload management systems typically control available resources, such as CPU or main
memory, and assign them to queries. Niu et al. [NMP09] give a more detailed overview of
workload management systems for DBMS.
Early work on internal workload management has been published by Carey et al. [BCD+ 92,
CJL89]. The simulation studies are specific to disk-based DBMS, as they extensively
model disk-based DBMS characteristics such as disk rotation time or buffer manage-

ment. A more recent work by McWherter et al. [MSAHb03] shows the effectiveness of
scheduling bottleneck resources using priority-based algorithms in a disk-based DBMS.
Narayanan et al. [NW11] propose a system for dynamic prioritization of queries to meet
given priorities for query classes. In contrast to our work these approaches rely on multiplexing threads on a number of processing units and achieve a targeted resource share either centrally, by prioritizing threads on OS-level or collaboratively, by letting each thread
check its consumed resources regularly and sleeping if a certain quota has been met. These
strategies are unfavorable for in-memory databases on multi-cores, as execution time is
largely dominated by cache locality which is disrupted by context switches.
More recent work has proposed solutions for adaptive admission control based on query
response time. Schroeder et al. [SHb06, SHBI+ 06] propose an external queue management system that schedules queries based on defined service-levels per query-class and a
number of allowed queried in the database, the so-called multiprogramming level. Niu
et al. [NMP09] propose a solution that manages a mixed workload of OLTP and OLAP
queries by controlling to OLAP queries depending on the response times of OLTP queries.
Krompass et al. [KKW+ 10] extended this approach for multiple objectives. The work of
Kuno et al. [KDW+ 10] and Gupta et al. [GMWD09] propose mixed workload schedulers
with admission control based on query run-time prediction. Although external workload
management systems are applicable to in-memory databases, they fall short in our scenario, as queries need to get access to a large number of processing units quickly, e.g. to
answer complex interactive queries.
Until recently, scheduling in operating systems and query scheduling in database management systems were working very differently since queries in DBMS cannot be as easily
preempted and were typically very monolithic. With modern many-core systems, taskbased decomposition gives the scheduler in DBMS more flexibility and we are able to
adapt concepts like [XWY+ 12] to allow fair scheduling of tasks in IMDBMS.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that a dynamic priority-based query scheduling can be effectively applied for IMDBMS to fairly schedule mixed enterprise workloads. We are planning to further evaluate the performance of our scheduling approach and extend TAMEX
to leverage further information about task characteristics in scheduling decisions. We are
further planning to take resource requirements besides CPU, such as cache and memory
bandwidth into account to place tasks in a way that will minimize resource conflicts.
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